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Spring- a Season for Conferences
Springtime in Canada is becoming a prime time to
attend provincial child and youth care conferences
with three provincial associations holding them and a
fourth planning to join them next year. This is an encouraging development for the professional development of child and youth care practitioners in the
country. One of the key responsibilities of the Council
has been the biannual National CYC Conference
which itself emerged from a series of conferences
beginning in 1984.
Provincial conferences have been held for some time
by the larger associations. The once robust CYCABC
used to hold them at Harrison Hot Springs. The CYCAA has alternated several between Calgary and

Edmonton. The OACYC has been the most active since
annualizing conferences in 1994 with the Heroes Within
series in Kingston. That conference attracted over 375
registrants. Teaching and Learning, held in early June in
Hamilton attracted over 500. Evidently, there is room
for growth in the conference movement as the profession develops and the need for networking and new
learning continues to expand.
This issue reports from this spring season of conferences. Beyond the workshops much takes place and this
will be explored as well. With the 14th National CYC
Conference coming up as part of the 8th International in
Montreal in 2006 the outlook for the conference movement is encouraging indeed.

A reflection on conferences....
The conference movement depends upon the
collective efforts of
many in order to be successful. Your local association can certainly
take the decision to host

a conference and set about
advertising for presenters
but there needs to be the
collective will in order for
the event to succeed. I
learned this through the
direct experience of at-
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tempted to put on such
an event. When I talk with
conference planners the
lesson only becomes more
reinforced. Conferences
are after all an expression
of the health and development of the child and

youth care community in
the province itself.
I would argue that often
practitioners have little
personal appreciation of
the level of expertise they
are applying in their daily
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Nova Scotia Child and Youth Care Worker′s Association
• Membership: 135
• Services: newsletter, annual provincial conference, representation to local boards, CYC Award merchandising including gold and silver CYC rings available across Canada, Sharing Day
• Educational Institutions: Mount St. Vincent University, CompuCollege, Nova Scotia Community College

Joe Markey was elected President of the NSCYCWA
at the AGM held at the fourth provincial conference.
In addition to the keynote addresses there were seven
presentations on topics such as Floor Work, Crisis
Management, the YCJA, Music Therapy, and alternative education programs. Around one hundred registered for the event which featured a banquet and social
evening.
NSCYCWA enjoys a membership representing 50% of
the employed population of
child and youth care professionals in the province. This
is a substantial achievement
relative to the other associations in Canada. The association also held a Sharing Day
which featured tours of agencies and facilities in the
Halifax/Dartmouth region.
The association is consulted
regarding new educational
programs being developed in

the province by CompuCollege and Career College.
The association invites members to come forward to sit
on the Board which has seen recent vacancies. As with
sister associations across Canada, the recruitment and
retention of new board members and volunteers for association events and functions is a constant. If you have an
association in your province give serious consideration
to volunteering or joining the
Board as an active member.
You will learn new skills and
make an essential contribution to the development of the
profession. Few associations
enjoy the kind of income that
can pay for professional supports. Similarly, associations
need to appreciate their volunteers and active members
as they would team members
on the front line. Each brings
skills and knowledge that can
benefit all.

Susan Cator, Past President, Joe Markey, President, Thom Garfat, Closing Keynote and John Delaney, Opening Keynote speaker at the third provincial conference in Nova Scotia along with two unidentified registrants.

work and its potential
importance to others in
their community. It is
often at conferences
themselves that one
draws this conclusion
experiencing some new
learning that reflects

back sometimes directly
upon personal experience.
This occurred for me at
Teaching and Learning
where Brock Lambert and
Janeen Fredrick of William
W. Creighton Youth Services in their workshop The
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Attendance Centre: An
Alternative to Custody
described using innovative and fun activities as
the hooks necessary to
engage young offenders in
their programs. There was
a similar program under-

way at the agency I work
for and this information
confirmed the program
was on a positive track. This example points up
the very reason for the
conference movement. No
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Child and Youth Care Association of New Brunswick
• Membership: 160, 56 Full, 93 Student, 1 Associate, 8 Agency, 2 Honorarium
• Services: newsletter, representation, annual provincial conference
• Educational Institutions: Oulton′s College, New Brunswick Community College, CompuCollege

The association held its third annual conference on
May 12, 2005. Valuing Individual Differences in Children and Youth featured an opening address from
Madeleine Dube, Minister of Education and a Keynote
address from Elizabeth Murphy. Elizabeth, seen below
with presenter Bill Morrison, reinforced the theme offering strategies for working with different types of
youth which can act as tools to facilitate a system for
honouring natural differences. There were sixteen
workshops covering a wide array of topics. The event
only attracted half of the registration of the previous
year, something conference planners attribute to insufficient hard copy advertising.

one has all the answers
in child and youth care.
Rather, the profession is
often a constant quest
for answers with so
many factors impinging
upon the profession on a
constant basis. This has

become even more pronounced as practitioners
move beyond residential
care into ever more evolving roles in schools, hospitals and community programs.
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At the AGM following the conference, there was a new
Board elected for the next year. Seen above in the back
row: Margaret Sullivan, Lisa Durette, Treasurer and
President, Michel Cote. In the front row, Barb Ferguson, Vice President and Secretary and Janice Tilley, Past
President.
This opportunity should be taken to thank Janice who is
going on to study and practice Counseling, for her over
a decade participation in the association movement.
Hers was a career path the Council applauds moving
from the front line to supervision to becoming an Instructor in the profession. She took her learning home
from Council meetings and applied the lessons to building the CYCANB. This was especially so for
Competency-Based training which Janice championed
in the province. At the annual Council meetings Janice
would quietly assert the common sense approach and
note the missing details and thus contributed to sound
decision taking. Should she so choose, Janice has a
standing invitation to attend future Council meetings in
the ex officio role as a representative for child and youth
care in Canada.

It is vital for new learning
to come forward, especially from new applications of child and youth
care practice. One area
often neglected and increasingly more of a concern would be that of the

administration and management of agencies and
facilities to become a
more active participant at
conferences. Risk, institutional change and supervision all could provide
workshop material.
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Ontario Association of Child and Youth Care Counsellors
• Membership 1850, 989 Full, 861 Student
• Services: bi-monthly newsletter, annual provincial conference, professional liability insurance, preferred rates for
personal insurance, representation, merchandising, scholarship funding
• Educational Institutions: Ryerson University offers a degree in Child and Youth Care and eighteen plus colleges offer
diploma programs throughout the province with more being considered all the time.
• Canada′s oldest CYC association, incorporated in 1959

And finally there is the OACYC and Teaching and Learning. I was
lucky enough to attend the first Heroes Within conference in 1994 and
was struck by certain similarities a decade on and certain differences. As
at that time, the event itself rivals the major conferences yet does so
drawing upon mainly local sources for workshops, does so in an expense
most can afford and does so with legendary hospitality. Three full days
of workshops go off almost flawlessly due to the well honed efforts of a
remarkable Board and volunteers who know their roles and just what is
needed. As Dennis and they would concede it helps to have a partner in
a major educational institution, Mohawk College, in this case which can
provide the necessary venue and facilities over that window between
terms. And so it has gone for a decade from Kingston, to London, to
Thunder Bay to Hamilton sharing the experience with as many members
in this large and dynamic province.
The OACYC is the role model for association development and while this author
has cautioned becoming Ontario centric at
the national level, it goes without saying
in 2009, that is definitely the tack to take
to recognize the fiftieth anniversary of this
association.

While it may be obvious
that all practitioners
should attend conferences, it is not that clear
that many should do so
as presenters. There is
much going on across
the country that could

be shared and which would
advance the profession for
the telling. Take a moment
out to assess your growth
as a team, your innovations
and consider bringing them
forward. Provincial conferences offer a great venue to
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do this before moving on
to the major events. The
Call for Papers for the
next National is now out
online. Consider taking
your workshop to Montreal. It will enhance your

conference experience
and help others in the bargain.
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Standards &
Regulations
Research Grant Accepted
Council Board members joined with Carol Stuart as chairperson for
a working day for the Standards & Regulations Project in Hamilton.
The meeting was the first closed working day involving those who
have been committed to the project since its inception. There have
been delays, distractions and lack of response that have impacted the
work of the individual committees. A decision to collapse the work
of the individual committees into the central committee was taken
with its tasks being assigned from this point on. The majority of the
day was devoted to the review of a ‛Letter of Intent' for the first
funded research project undertaken by the committee. The Centre of
Excellence for Child and Youth Mental Health of Ontario was to be
approached as partner and funder for the study. In a rare instance of
hard news, it can be reported here that the application was accepted
and the study will go forward under the administrative control of the
OACYC.
The project outcomes were stated to include:
I.
Analysis of child and youth mental health competencies/
curriculum in Ontario child and youth work program which
confirms what exists and recommends necessary additions.
II. Framework for linking the elements and stakeholders in ensuring evidence-based mental health competencies and knowledge
for CYC practitioners.
III. Define
a) Expectations of competency for entry level staff.
b) Requirements for post-graduate training in Ontario (Agencies, Colleges and Universities).
For many, attending
conferences is a routine
part of their job description as a representative
of their agency or educational institution. For
others, conferences have

a special place in their
commitment to personal
professional development
becoming a goal to work
towards once the next is
announced. For the majority, however, attending a
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Since its inception Pre-Conference Working Day in St. John′s in 2002, the Standards and Regulations Project has continued to develop its mission to realize national standards and regulations for the
profession of child and youth care across
Canada. The competency-based certification approach being taken by the North
American Certification Project did not reflect the Canadian experience in which
there is an abundance of educational programs at the degree and diploma level yet
a profound diversity and disparity between
them across the country. The standards and
regulation of both the profession and the
education for it rests at the individual provincial level and does so at an immature
level. To ensure the authority of any certification approach, the entire system had to
be addressed from regulator to educator to
practitioner there needs to be a comprehensive and yet concise set of standards
and regulations for the profession to conduct its day to day practice with any kind
of meaningful authority. The avenue of the
Council and its individual provincial association members provides an venue for the
message congruent with the existing institutions of individual provincial responsibility.

conference is
a matter of a last minute
decision, often taken
when an agency offers to
sponsor a select number
of employees to attend.
The ideal would be for
more of the committed

group to sign on. It can
help to exploit the numerous points plans out there
for air and lodging expenses. Conferences advertise with sufficient
time to allow for reservations to be made well in
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IV. A framework for model of practice/competency/curriculum
analysis which is applicable for other jurisdictions and other
provinces. *
* The Role of Competence in Mental Health Outcomes for Children and
Youth: An Approach for Mental Health, Carol Stuart/CCCYCA 2005

The immediate reaction for some readers may be that this is an Ontario specific study within a national initiative. The reality of Canada is that population, wealth, and needs cluster in the larger or
have provinces. The Standards & Regulations Project intends to
build cumulatively on its individual initiatives. As noted from the
Letter of Intent, a framework or model will emerge that may become transferable to other provinces.
The timelines set out by the research team intend to produce a report on the study in time for the 14th National CYC Conference in
Montreal in October 2006. As the National is within the 8th International, arrangements will be made to integrate both a presentation
phase and a public working phase which will allow the profession
to respond.
The Council has also committed to underwriting the expense for a
professional funding search service in order to secure funding for
future phases of the project.

Annual Council Meeting
In the off years between Nationals, the Council attempts to hold its annual meeting in conjunction with a major member conference.
Five members attended with four sending
their regrets. A number of significant decisions were taken:
• The Council will recognize and support
Child and Youth Care Week, the first week
of May. All member associations will be
encouraged to participate with events in
their local communities.
• The Standards &Regulations Committees
will merge into one with teleconferences
scheduled to include the east. A determined
effort to fund raise will be undertaken.
• An Affiliate membership category will be
made available to those from Saskatchewan, Yukon, Nunavut, and North West Territories to both access Council privileges
and network locally to establish associations. For a fee, members will receive the
newsletters, conference discounts and be
placed on provincial mail lists. the existing
online membership referral service will
continue for member associations.
• The next meeting will take place October
16 & 17 ,2006 in Montreal at Beyond
Borders:Caring for the Future of Children,
Youth and Families. Lodging for three
nights for the recognized provincial representative will be provided.

Joe Markey (NS), Phillip Alleyne (PQ), Heather Modlin (NF), and Janice Tilley
(NB) in Mohawk residence meeting room and at Niagara Falls.

advance. It also helps to
have affinity cards for
hotel chains. Often there
are discount properties
near the official and
usually expensive hotel
at a major conference.
Teaming up with others

is a great way to cut costs
as well. conferences help
structure the work year giving it a goal to work towards. Finally, as this issue
demonstrates, attending a
provincial conference near
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you can be a rewarding
experience.
As Editor, I would like to
thank the OACYC and
Marymound for their support in my attending
Teaching and Learning.

This issue was prepared
on a very crash prone
iMac, thank you for living
with the inconstancies.
Garth Goodwin
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